Lessons From Building CHEESE Plates and Funder Collaborations
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Hey Twitter, I have some ~life news~. Next week I'm moving to DC to work @DemocracyFund's Public Square Program.
A sampling of funder collaborations that support local news across the U.S.
1. This will take longer than you think
2. Think Needs First
A GUIDE TO ASSESSING YOUR LOCAL NEWS ECOSYSTEM

A toolkit to inform grantmaking and collaboration

By Fiona Morgan

ecosystems.democracyfund.org
3. Have a Focus
Apply Now for North Carolina COVID-19 news and information grants

Leer in español
4. Make it Easy
Journalism is an Essential Service During the Pandemic. We Must Fund It Like One.
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Governor Tom Wolf answers questions submitted by reporters during a virtual press conference on COVID-19. Credit: Office of Governor Tom Wolf

This post was co-authored by Christine Schmidt.
5. There’s No One Way
What cheese do you love?

Let me know:
@gteresa
tgorman@democracyfund.org

Subscribe to the Local Fix:
tinyletter.com/localfix
Thank you!

Subscribe to the Local Fix: tinyletter.com/localfix